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Abstract—A data-based Stackelberg market strategy for a1

distribution market operator (DMO) is proposed to coordi-2

nate power dispatch among different virtual power plants, i.e.,3

demand response (DR) aggregators (DRAs). The proposed strat-4

egy has a two-stage framework. In the first stage, a data-driven5

method based on noisy inverse optimization estimates the com-6

plicated price-response characteristics of customer loads. The7

estimated load information of the DRAs is delivered to the second8

stage, where a one-leader multiple-follower stochastic Stackelberg9

game is formulated to represent the practical market interaction10

between the DMO and the DRAs that considers the uncer-11

tainty of renewables and the operational security. The proposed12

data-driven game model is solved by a new penalty algorithm13

and a customized distributed hybrid dual decomposition-gradient14

descent algorithm. Case studies on a practical DR project in15

China and a distribution test system demonstrate the effectiveness16

of the proposed methodology.17

Index Terms—Market strategy, demand response, noisy inverse18

optimization, Stackelberg game, Lagrange dual decomposition.19

NOMENCLATURE20

Indices and Sets21

�N Set of buses22

�L Set of lines23

�D/�i Strategy set of DMO/aggregator i24

t Time index t ∈ T25

i Aggregator index i ∈ I26

s Scenario index s ∈ S27

q Iteration index28

T Set of t29

I Set of i30

S Set of s31
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n,m, k Integer indices 32

G Normal form of Stackelberg game 33

Ci Price signal set of aggregator i 34

�C Price signal set of all aggregators 35

Pi Consumption set of aggregator i 36

�P Consumption set of all aggregators 37

�R Variable set of penalty algorithm. 38

Parameters 39

ch
i,t Historical price data of aggregator i at time t 40

ωt Weight of absolute values at time t 41

xh
i,t Historical consumption data of aggregator i at 42

time t 43

M Penalty factor of the reformulation 44

F Forgetting factor 45

pd
n,t/q

d
n,t Demand active/reactive power at bus n ∈ 46

�N, n /∈ I 47

cg Generation cost of DG g 48

pg Maximum generation of DG g 49

pr,s
i,t Renewable generation of aggregator i at time t 50

in scenario s 51

ct Electricity prices set by ISO at time t 52

gt Planned purchased electricity set by ISO at time 53

t 54

pd
i /q

d
i Maximum active/reactive exchange power at bus 55

connected to aggregator i 56

Pnm/Qnm Active/reactive power limit of line (n,m) 57

c Maximum electricity price set by DMO 58

b1
n/b

2
n Resistance/reactance between buses n and n+ 1 59

μ Power redispatch cost 60

ε Voltage deviation 61

γt Price penalty paid for mismatch between energy 62

generation and consumption 63

T Total number of samples 64

N Proportion of different samples 65

rg,u
i,t /r

g,d
i,t Pick-up/drop-off rate of DGs 66

Pr(s) Probability of realization for s ∈ S 67

Es Expectation with respect to S 68

K Number of concatenated elements. 69

Variables 70

Q(p) Second-stage stochastic problem 71

�ps
i,t Mismatch variable 72

φ(p, s) Mismatch problem 73
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c1, c2,p1,p2, Compact notations of primary problem74

A1,A2,b1,b2,75

P,Q(R), f (g)76

L(·) Lagrangian form77

p̃l
i,t, p̃g

i,t Stackelberg equilibrium variables78

pk, ck,u1,u2, Dual decomposition notations79

Ak,uk, κ, c′k,80

δ1, δ281

u1
i,t, u2

i,t Lagrange multipliers of aggregator i at82

time t83

θi,t Parameter vector of price response in aggre-84

gator i at time t85

xi,t Power consumption of aggregator i at time86

t in data-driven stage87

λu
i,t, λ

d
i,t Dual variables of rate constraints of aggre-88

gator i at time t89

ψ
i,t
, ψ i,t Dual variables of limit constraints of aggre-90

gator i at time t91

α+i,t, α
−
i,t Auxiliary variables to reformulate the abso-92

lute value93

ai,t Marginal utility of aggregator i at time t94

Pi,t/Pi,t Maximum/minimum consumption of aggre-95

gator i at time t96

ru
i,t/r

d
i,t Maximum consumption pick-up/drop-off of97

aggregator i at time t98

pd
i,t Power exchange at bus connected to aggre-99

gator i at time t100

pl
i,t Customer consumption of aggregator i at101

time t in Stackelberg-pricing stage102

pg
i,t DG generation of aggregator i at time t103

cl
i,t Electricity price of aggregator i set by DMO104

at time t105

gt Electricity purchased from wholesale mar-106

ket at time t107

Pn,t/Qn,t Active/reactive power flow from bus n to108

n+ 1 at time t109

Vn,t Voltage magnitude at bus n at time t110

UD/Ui Utility function of DMO/aggregator i.111

I. INTRODUCTION112

THE GROWING demand for electricity, emerging smart113

houses, rapid growth of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles,114

and increasing installation of renewable distributed generators115

(DG) in distribution systems bring unprecedented challenges to116

utilities, end users, and other participants in retail markets [1],117

[2]. To solve these challenges, new distribution-level market118

strategies are needed to bridge the regulation gap between the119

wholesale market and end participants in distribution systems.120

Demand response (DR), which aims to exploit inherent121

demand-side flexibility [3], [4], is regarded as an effective122

and promising approach to distribution-level market opera-123

tion. Price-based DR programs utilize dynamic price signals to124

influence consumption patterns according to each customers’125

usage tendencies. A fundamental challenge for price-based DR126

is how to model customer reactions to electricity prices. In [5],127

the price-elasticity pattern was modeled as a bilinear function,128

with electricity price and energy consumption as variables to129

simplify the computation. Reference [6] proposed a hierarchi- 130

cal price-elasticity model to maximize the profits of virtual 131

power plants (VPP) and end users. Customer dissatisfaction 132

was considered in the optimization as a quadratic function with 133

a fixed consumption point, where the dissatisfaction increased 134

as consumption deviated from this point. The work in [7] 135

introduced a reward mechanism for residential customers to 136

shave peak loads. The customer consumption characteristics 137

were captured by survey questionnaires, which can provide 138

useful information but are time-consuming, inaccurate, and 139

unadaptive. Most existing methods model price-consumption 140

characteristics based on experiences and hypotheses, where a 141

certain price leads to a specific consumption level. However, 142

these assumed models cannot represent the diversified, oper- 143

ation condition-based, and time-varying price responses [8] 144

that exist in today’s distribution systems. Moreover, some 145

price-response models are based on complicated polynomial 146

or exponential forms, which increases the computational diffi- 147

culty when applying these algorithms [9]. The growing imple- 148

mentation of advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) provides 149

a new opportunity to learn and capture the price-responsive 150

patterns of customers via data-driven methods. 151

Data-oriented modeling approaches of price-demand elastic- 152

ity have drawn considerable attention in recent DR research. 153

Reference [10] introduced a Gaussian process to model the 154

response of building energy consumption to price signals. 155

In [11], a quantile regression non-parametric model was 156

developed to decide pricing strategies based on probabil- 157

ity distributions of historical consumption data. A convex 158

optimization problem scalable to very big datasets was formu- 159

lated to model the relationship between day-ahead prices and 160

customer response. The study in [12] proposed an extended 161

version of a stacked denoising autoencoder model to repre- 162

sent the hourly price elasticity pattern of industrial users. A 163

deep neural network was utilized in the model to improve the 164

forecasting performance. However, all of the mentioned stud- 165

ies only offer forecasting methods without considering their 166

application to DR programs. 167

One key issue for demand-side resources is their relatively 168

small individual capacities. A second key issue is that their 169

degree of flexibility can depend on local environmental con- 170

ditions and the local objectives of their owners or managers. 171

Harnessing useful service flexibility from these resources thus 172

requires some form of aggregation of their service capabilities, 173

which increases the effective capacity of the resulting aggre- 174

gated resource to achieve dispatchability through an averaging 175

of local conditions. A demand response aggregator (DRA) or 176

a virtual power plant (VPP) serves this purpose. 177

Recently, there has been much interest in adopting the 178

Stackelberg game to build hierarchical models for practical 179

decision-making problems in power markets [13]. A bilevel 180

game between power service providers and users was proposed 181

in a retail market [14]. This model aimed to assist providers to 182

set optimal strategies and encourage users to adjust their power 183

usage. Reference [15] presented a real-time DR algorithm 184

based on the Stackelberg game to control smart appliances. 185

A virtual electricity trading process was designed to bal- 186

ance local objectives between followers (devices) and the 187
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leader (energy management center). In [13], a Stackelberg-188

based time-of-use electricity pricing strategy was introduced189

to a DR program. Optimal prices were set to control elec-190

tricity demand while considering user satisfaction. In [16],191

the energy trading between prosumers and a power company192

was studied through a non-cooperative Stackelberg model.193

Particularly, the expected profits of the prosumers were max-194

imized by a unique pure-strategy Nash equilibrium under195

classical game theory. An energy-aware resource allocation196

scheme was proposed in [17] using a Stackelberg game for197

energy management in cloud-based data centers. In [18], a198

demand response problem was presented in a smart grid199

consisting of a retailer and multiple residential consumers,200

where the real-time pricing and aggregate cost were opti-201

mized through an adaptive diffusion algorithm. To obtain a202

unique Stackelberg equilibrium, most existing papers (such203

as [13]–[15]) simplify their market models by only consider-204

ing fixed upper and lower bounds of demand-side consumption205

or generation, which lacks authenticity and comprehensive-206

ness. In addition, operation constraints such as power flows207

and voltage deviations are ignored in most Stackelberg game208

models (such as [16], [19], and [20]) due to the computational209

complexity. In contrast, the proposed approach in this paper210

builds a comprehensive market model using operational con-211

straints and obtains a unique Stackelberg equilibrium through212

a distributed Lagrange decomposition algorithm. Furthermore,213

most models (such as [17] and [18]) do not consider the uncer-214

tainties of renewables, while these uncertainties are included215

in the proposed Stackelberg model by leveraging the stochastic216

programming.217

To deal with the above-mentioned limitations, in this work218

we formulate a data-driven Stackelberg game for the distri-219

bution market. The proposed market strategy is a two-stage220

framework with bilevel programming models in each stage.221

In the first stage, the noisy data-based inverse scheme is222

designed to perform a data-driven modeling of price responses.223

In the second stage, the market strategy is modeled using a224

Stackelberg game, which is reformulated as a bilevel stochastic225

programming to characterize interactions between the utility226

and DRAs with renewable energy.227

As an effective state estimator, the inverse optimization228

framework has been widely used in a variety of research229

areas [21]–[23]. In this paper, the proposed data-driven method230

is based on the inverse optimization scheme with two major231

modifications. First, the training dataset is considered as a232

known state vector and the estimator is based on customer233

electricity consumption behavior. Second, a penalty factor M234

is used to minimize the out-of-sample prediction error.235

The key contributions of this paper are threefold:236

1) An innovative data-driven model is designed to estimate237

demand-side flexibility via historical price-consumption data.238

This model avoids the complexity of traditional load modeling,239

guarantees the execution of user response under optimized240

prices, and reduces computational burden. Moreover, the241

inverse optimization algorithm in this paper is different from242

conventional ones as it is based on noisy data, which not only243

estimates price-response parameters but also minimizes their244

prediction errors.245

Fig. 1. Hierarchical AQ3architecture of the proposed strategy.

2) The proposed Stackelberg game-based market strategy 246

considers market information from the independent system 247

operator (ISO), the operation security constraints, and the 248

stochasticity of distributed renewable generators. The proposed 249

distribution-level regulation model can directly fit into ISOs’ 250

day-ahead/real-time wholesale markets and end participants in 251

retail markets, and bridge the gap between wholesale markets 252

and end participants. 253

3) Two customized algorithms are applied: one is a tuned 254

penalty algorithm with fast computation that precisely predicts 255

customers’ DR responses based on a large amount of historical 256

data; the other is a distributed hybrid dual decomposition- 257

gradient descent (HDDGD) algorithm that caters to the dis- 258

tributed market structure and converges to the optimal solution 259

of the Stackelberg game through efficient parallel computation. 260

The proposed methods are validated in a test case and 261

simulation using real DR data. 262

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 263

introduces the proposed market strategy architecture. The 264

first and second stage problem formulations are presented 265

in Sections III and IV, respectively. Solution algorithms are 266

implemented in Section V. Section VI analyzes numerical 267

results, followed by concluding remarks in Section VII. 268

II. PROPOSED MARKET-BASED FRAMEWORK 269

We assume that one distribution system consists of one dis- 270

tribution market operator (DMO) and multiple DRAs [24]. A 271

DRA, which includes a cluster of customer loads and DGs, can 272

access the aggregated load data of its own cluster. However, 273

it cannot access the information of other DRAs. DRAs com- 274

pete with each other on behalf of their customers, while the 275

DMO [25] leverages price signals to coordinate the utility 276

company and different DRAs. 277

Fig. 1 depicts the proposed two-stage hierarchical frame- 278

work consisting of a data-driven stage and a Stackelberg- 279

pricing stage. The first stage is based on an inverse 280

optimization scheme that leads to a bilevel optimization 281
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problem for each DRA. The upper level utilizes historical282

price-consumption data to estimate load ramp rates and con-283

sumption limits subject to the price response models in the284

lower level. The estimated parameters are then delivered to the285

DRA (follower) of the Stackelberg game model. In the second286

stage, the DRA uses stochastic programming to minimize the287

costs of its aggregated energy consumption, unbalanced power,288

and controllable DG generation. According to the expected289

wholesale market information from the ISO, network opera-290

tion constraints, and the expected consumption of DRAs, the291

DMO (leader) calculates a pricing strategy for the DRAs and292

the electricity that needs to be purchased from the wholesale293

market. Through iterative interactions between the DMO and294

DRAs, all players in the game reach an equilibrium.295

III. STAGE ONE: DATA-DRIVEN DR PREDICTION296

To capture DR characteristics and determine the correspond-297

ing model parameters for a DRA, the training procedure in the298

data-driven stage is cast as a bilevel programming problem.299

The upper level is a parameter-estimation problem, where the300

load parameters of the lower-level are evaluated to minimize301

data prediction errors.302

A. Lower-Level Problem: Price Response303

of a DRA’s Consumers304

The lower-level problem is formulated using the consump-305

tion decisions of the DRA’s consumers, where parameters306

θi,t are determined by the upper-level optimization (this307

optimization is described in Section III-B). In the noisy308

inverse theory [26], the consumption decision model is given309

by a parameter vector θi,t = {ai,t, ru
i,t, rd

i,t,Pi,t,Pi,t}, at time310

t ∈ T ≡ {t : t = 1 . . . T}. Aggregated consumers of a311

DRA behave as welfare-maximizing individuals, whose utility312

function represents total economic benefits and customer satis-313

faction. This means we can use the following model to mimic314

the electricity consumption decision-making of the customers.315

Compared to existing methods, there is no need to assume the316

model empirically or hypothetically since the upper level eval-317

uates θi,t according to historical records and prediction errors.318

For ∀i ∈ I:319

max
xi,t

∑

t∈T

(

ai,txi,t − ch
i,txi,t

)

(1a)320

Let T−1 = {t : t = 2, . . . ,T}. The objective function is then321

subject to:322

xi,t − xi,t−1 ≤ ru
i,t, t ∈ T−1 (1b)323

xi,t−1 − xi,t ≤ rd
i,t, t ∈ T−1 (1c)324

xi,t ≤ Pi,t, t ∈ T (1d)325

xi,t ≥ Pi,t, t ∈ T (1e)326

Through load ramp rates and consumption limits, con-327

straints (1b)–(1e) impose a feasible region on DR activi-328

ties [27]. In addition, this feasible region and parameters in329

the objective function change over time as customer behavior330

is time variant. To recast the bilevel optimization problem in331

the data-driven stage as a single-level problem, the following332

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) reformulations will be utilized in 333

the next subsection: 334

−λu
i,2 + λd

i,2 − ψ i,1
+ ψ i,1 = ai,1 − ch

i,1 (2a) 335

ai,t − ch
i,t = λu

i,t − λu
i,t+1 − λd

i,t + λd
i,t+1 − ψ i,t

+ ψ i,t, 336

t ∈ T−1 (2b) 337

λu
i,T − λd

i,T − ψ i,T
+ ψ i,T = ai,T − ch

i,T (2c) 338

xi,t − xi,t−1 ≤ ru
i,t ⊥ λu

i,t ≥ 0, t ∈ T−1 (2d) 339

xi,t−1 − xi,t ≤ rd
i,t ⊥ λd

i,t ≥ 0, t ∈ T−1 (2e) 340

xi,t ≤ Pi,t ⊥ ψ i,t ≥ 0, t ∈ T (2f) 341

Pi,t ≤ xi,t ⊥ ψ i,t
≥ 0, t ∈ T−1. (2g) 342

B. Upper-Level Problem: DR Characteristics Estimation 343

Given a time series of pairwise price-consumption data 344

(ch
i,t, xh

i,t), the inverse optimization estimates the value 345

of parameter vector θi,t, which defines the lower-level 346

problem (1), such that the optimal solution of xi,t resulting 347

from this problem is as close as possible to the historical data 348

xh
i,t in terms of a certain norm. The parameters in θi,t, in turn, 349

best represent the price-response characteristics of aggrega- 350

tor i’s consumers. The mathematical formulation is described 351

below for ∀i ∈ I: 352

min
xi,t,θi,t

∑

t∈T
ωt

∣

∣

∣xi,t − xh
i,t

∣

∣

∣ (3a) 353

s.t. (2) (3b) 354

where constraints (3b) correspond to the KKT conditions of 355

lower-level problem (1). The variables θi,t in (3), which repre- 356

sent the parameter vector in (1), are constrained by optimality 357

conditions, thus guaranteeing that xi,t is optimal for (1). 358

The weight of the estimation error at time t is represented 359

by parameter ωt in (3a). These weights have a two-fold mean- 360

ing. For the day-ahead market, the weights represent the price 361

of the balancing power at time t. In this case, consumption at 362

time t with a higher balancing price matches the original data 363

better. For the real-time market, ωt = (t/T)F , where parame- 364

ter F indicates how rapidly the model forgets previous data. 365

To save computational costs and achieve faster convergence, a 366

forgetting factor F is integrated to apply exponentially decay- 367

ing weights to previous observations. As F(≥ 0) increases, 368

the weights of more recent observations become larger than 369

the old ones, and when F = 0, all observations are weighted 370

equally. The proposed data-driven method can be separately 371

applied to both the day-ahead scenario and the real-time 372

scenario. 373

To remove the absolute value sign, problem (3) can be refor- 374

mulated as the following linear objective function plus two 375

additional constraints for ∀i ∈ I: 376

min
xi,t,θi,t,α

+
i,t,α
−
i,t

∑

t∈T
ωt
(

α+i,t + α−i,t
)

(4a) 377

s.t. (2). (4b) 378

xi,t − xh
i,t = α+i,t − α−i,t, t ∈ T (4c) 379

α+i,t, α
−
i,t ≥ 0, t ∈ T (4d) 380
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In summary, we established (1) to represent the paramet-381

ric price-response model for DRA i’s flexible consumers.382

Compared to traditional load modeling that has polynomial,383

exponential, or other complicated forms, the proposed price-384

response model uses linear constraints (1b)–(1e) to precisely385

describe the feasible region of DR activities. The accuracy of386

the proposed model is ensured because time-varying param-387

eters θi,t are included in the linear constraints to represent388

the feasible region at time t, and estimation problem (4) is389

proposed to best estimate θi,t by using the sum of the weighted390

absolute values of residuals, i.e., the measure of prediction391

errors. In addition, according to the theory of statistical learn-392

ing, the predicted data set should have the same type of393

information as the training data set. Hence, to predict a certain394

type of operation, the training data must be based on the same395

type of price signals (e.g., the prediction of day-ahead oper-396

ation is based on the training data resulting from day-ahead397

prices).398

IV. STAGE TWO: STACKELBERG PRICING STRATEGY399

A typical Stackelberg game provides a framework to model400

the problems wherein one player (leader) has the ability to401

enforce its strategy on the other player (follower). As an402

extension to the original single-follower Stackelberg game,403

a one-leader, n-follower game is presented in stage two404

to model the practical interaction between the DMO and405

non-cooperative DRAs.406

A Stackelberg game is composed of players, the strat-407

egy sets of the players, and utility functions. The proposed408

game model is defined in its normal form as G =409

{�D, {�i}i∈I;UD, {Ui}i∈I} [28], where the DMO acts as the410

leader and the DRAs act as followers. The leader’s strategy is411

constituted by a time series of prices and purchased electricity412

from the wholesale market. Each follower’s strategy includes413

its aggregated energy consumption and controllable DG out-414

puts. The strategy set of each player is determined according415

to certain constraints. The utility functions are defined as the416

quantified benefits of the leader and its followers, respec-417

tively [15].418

The proposed game is played in the following sequence.419

The leader first announces its strategy to the followers.420

Each follower then decides an optimal strategy as its best421

response to the leader’s strategy and informs the leader422

of its best response. The leader then updates its strategy423

based on this feedback and announces its updated strategy.424

This interactive process is iterated until all players obtain425

their desired outcomes, i.e., a Stackelberg equilibrium (SE)426

is achieved, where the leader maximizes its benefit based427

on the identified best-response strategies of all followers.428

Thus, the SE can be expressed as a portfolio of equilib-429

rium over strategy sets. Each player will not deviate from this430

equilibrium.431

Thus, the proposed game model can be reformulated as a432

bilevel programming with the DMO in the upper level and433

the DRAs in the lower level. This approach is detailed in the434

following subsections.435

A. Lower-Level Follower (DRA i) Model 436

For each follower, let Ci = [cl
i,1, cl

i,2, . . . , cl
i,T ] be the pricing 437

strategy of DRA i, then �C = {Ci : i ∈ I} is the pricing 438

strategy of the DMO for all DRAs. We develop a two-stage 439

stochastic formulation of DRA i’s utility function and strategy 440

set below, that takes into consideration the uncertainty of any 441

renewable DGs. 442

1) The First-Stage Stochastic Problem: When Ci is revealed 443

to DRA i, the deterministic costs resulting from competing 444

with other DRAs and interacting with the DMO includes 445

two parts: the operational cost of its controllable DGs and 446

the cost of purchasing electricity to meet aggregated power 447

consumption. To minimize these costs, the formulation is: 448

min
pl

i,t,p
g
i,t

−Ui =
∑

t∈T

(

cl
i,tp

l
i,t + cgpg

i,t

)

+Q(p) (5a) 449

s.t. pl
i,t − pl

i,t−1 ≤ ru
i,t, t ∈ T−1 (5b) 450

pl
i,t−1 − pl

i,t ≤ rd
i,t, t ∈ T−1 (5c) 451

pl
i,t ≤ Pi,t, t ∈ T (5d) 452

pl
i,t ≥ Pi,t, t ∈ T (5e) 453

pg
i,t − pg

i,t−1 ≤ rg,u
i,t , t ∈ T−1 (5f) 454

pg
i,t−1 − pg

i,t ≤ rg,d
i,t , t ∈ T−1 (5g) 455

0 ≤ pg
i,t ≤ pg, t ∈ T (5h) 456

where 457

Q(p) = Esφ(p, s) =
∑

s∈S
Pr(s)φ(p, s) (5i) 458

The objective function (5a) includes the first-stage cost and 459

the second-stage expected cost. In Section III, load parame- 460

ters such as ramp rates (ru
i,t, rd

i,t) and power limits (Pi,t,Pi,t) 461

are used in constraints (5b)–(5e) and constitute the predicted 462

feasible region of DR activities. However, these parameters 463

cannot be directly applied because of potential data synchro- 464

nization issues. The data training in (3) and the operations for 465

the aggregators in (5) are usually in different time scales. For 466

example, the data extraction in (3) might be performed every 467

15 min, while the operation in (5) might be hourly. We propose 468

the following technique to deal with this asynchronization. Let 469

index 0 and index 1 denote the original parameters and the 470

applied parameters, respectively. When T0 > T1: 471

N = 
T0/T1� (6a) 472

θ1
i,t =

1

N + 1

∑Nt1+N

n=Nt1−N
θ0

i,n, t1 = 1, 2, . . . ,T1 (6b) 473

When T1 ≥ T0: 474

N = �T0/T1 (6c) 475

θ1
i,t = θ0

i,t0 , t ∈ (Nt0 − N,Nt0], t0 = 1, 2, . . . ,T0. (6d) 476

2) The Second-Stage Stochastic Problem: The second-stage 477

problem is established after the energy consumption and con- 478

trollable DG outputs are determined. The objective function 479

of this stage is to minimize the penalty cost of the mismatch 480
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�ps
i,t caused by the stochastic nature of renewable energy481

generation.482

φ(p, s) = min
∑

t∈T
γt�ps

i,t (7a)483

�ps
i,t = pl

i,t − pd
i,t − pg

i,t − pr,s
i,t (7b)484

Due to the continuity of the probability distributions, it is485

difficult to analytically address these uncertainties. To han-486

dle this difficulty, the sample average approximation (SAA)487

method is applied to generate a certain number of scenarios488

to represent the probability distribution of the random param-489

eters [29]. Therefore, (5i) can be replaced by its approximated490

form491

Q(p) = 1

S

∑

s∈S

∑

t∈T
γt�ps

i,t (8)492

where the scenario set has S realizations of random variable493

pr,s
i,t . Studies have proved that the optimal solution of the refor-494

mulated problem (5) will converge to the original solution if495

a sufficient number of scenarios are performed [30]. Hence,496

the original stochastic problem can be reformulated as a con-497

tinuous deterministic optimization problem. Additionally, the498

feasible strategy set of aggregator i can be defined as499

�i =
{

pg
i,t, pl

i,t|(5b)− (5h), (7b), (8)
}

. (9)500

B. Upper-Level Leader (DMO) Model501

Let Pi = [pl
i,1, pl

i,2, . . . , pl
i,T ] be the consumption strategy502

of DRA i, then �P = {Pi : i ∈ I} is the strategy profile503

containing all of the optimal strategies of its followers. When504

DRAs respond to the DMO with �P, the utility function of505

the leader can be defined as506

UD =
∑

i∈I

∑

t∈T
cl

i,tp
l
i,t −

∑

t∈T
ctgt −

∑

t∈T
μ(gt − gt)

2 (10)507

The leader updates its strategy based on the followers’508

strategies, so the first term of (10) includes the benefit gained509

from the energy consumption of each DRA. The second term510

is the cost of purchasing electricity from the wholesale mar-511

ket. The third term is the cost of redispatching the purchased512

electricity, where the squared expression represents the redis-513

patched power. To maintain operational security, the following514

power flow and voltage constraints should be applied:515

P1,t = gt, t ∈ T (11a)516

Pn+1,t = Pn,t − pd
n+1,t,∀n ∈ �N, t ∈ T (11b)517

Qn+1,t = Qn,t − qd
n+1,t,∀n ∈ �N, t ∈ T (11c)518

Vn+1,t = Vn,t −
(

b1
nPn,t + b2

nQn,t

)

, ∀n ∈ �N, t ∈ T (11d)519

1− ε < Vn,t < 1+ ε, ∀n ∈ �N, t ∈ T (11e)520

0 ≤ pd
i,t ≤ pd

i , ∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T (11f)521

0 ≤ qd
i,t ≤ qd

i ,∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T (11g)522

0 ≤ Pn,t − Pm,t ≤ Pnm,∀(n,m) ∈ �L, t ∈ T (11h)523

0 ≤ Qn,t − Qm,t ≤ Qnm,∀(n,m) ∈ �L, t ∈ T (11i)524

Constraints (11a)–(11i) are the linearized DistFlow equa-525

tions, which have been widely applied to calculate the complex526

power flow and voltage profile in distribution systems [31]. In 527

addition, prices are limited by 528

∑

t∈T
cl

i,t = c,∀i ∈ I (11j) 529

The foregoing utility function (10) and constraints (11a)–(11i) 530

can be used to formulate the following optimization problem 531

min
cl

i,t,gt

−UD (12a) 532

s.t. (11a) (12b) 533

Moreover, the feasible strategy set of the DMO can be 534

defined by 535

�D =
{

cl
i,t, gt|(11a)

}

. (13) 536

C. Stackelberg Equilibrium 537

The desired outcome of the game leads to a Stackelberg 538

Equilibrium. The formal description of the SE correspond- 539

ing to the proposed one-leader, non-cooperative n-follower 540

Stackelberg game can be described as follows [15]. Given the 541

notation of �C and �P, (�∗C,�∗P) is a SE for the proposed 542

game if it corresponds to the solution of the following bilevel 543

optimization problem: 544

min
cl

i,t,p
l
i,t,gt

−UD (14a) 545

s.t. cl
i,t, gt ∈ �D (14b) 546

pl
i,t ∈ arg max

p̃l
i,t ,̃p

g
i,t

{Ui : �i},∀i ∈ I (14c) 547

Subsequently, we utilize the following theorem to prove 548

the existence of the SE between the DMO and DRAs in the 549

proposed game. 550

Theorem 1: For the proposed game, a SE exists if the 551

following conditions are satisfied [20]: 552

1) The strategy set of each player is nonempty, convex, and 553

a compact subset of some Euclidean space R. 554

2) UD is continuous and concave in �C. 555

3) Ui is continuous in Pi and concave in Pi,∀i ∈ I. 556

Proof 1): Because �D and �i are linear, these sets are read- 557

ily defined as nonempty, convex, and a compact subset of some 558

Euclidean space R. 559

Proof 2) and 3): Because ∂2UD/∂cl
i,t

2 = 0 and 560

∂2Ui/∂pl
i,t

2 = 0,∀i ∈ I, the SE exists between the leader’s 561

side and followers’ side. 562

The uniqueness of the SE is explained in Section V-B, where 563

the optimal solution of the HDDGD algorithm is a SE. 564

V. SOLUTION ALGORITHM 565

A. M Penalty Algorithm for the Data-Driven Stage 566

The data-driven problem (4) with the KKT reformulations 567

can be solved by several off-the-shelf approaches such as 568

CPLEX non-linear solvers. However, since (4) is NP-hard, 569

these methods cannot provide a good result for large-scale 570

applications in a reasonable computational period. Therefore, 571

this subsection develops a new algorithm to tackle (4), that 572
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is, to solve a linear relaxation of the mathematical program573

with equilibrium constraints (4) by penalizing violations of574

the complementarity constraints.575

Instead of directly finding the optimal solution to (4), the576

proposed algorithm leverages historic data to calibrate the577

solution through the penalty factor M to minimize out-of-578

sample prediction errors.579

1) Algorithm Description: The penalty algorithm utilizes580

a linear (convex) relaxation of a mathematical programming581

problem with equilibrium constraints, whereby the comple-582

mentarity conditions of the lower-level problem in the data-583

driven stage are transferred to the objective function (4a),584

penalizing the sum of dual variables in the non-linear con-585

straints of (2) and slacks of (1). In this paper, the slack is586

defined as the right side minus the left side in the form of587

a “≤” constraint. For example, the slack of constraint (1b)588

is: ru
i,t − xi,t + xi,t−1. This ensures that the slack is always589

nonnegative.590

The penalty method achieves an approximate solution,591

which helps to provide precisely predicted parameters for592

the Stackelberg-pricing stage and save computational costs.593

With the above relaxation of constraints (2d)–(2g), the original594

objective function (4a) can be recast as:595

min
�R

∑

t∈T
ωt
(

α+i,t + α−i,t
)

596

+ M

⎛

⎝

∑

t∈T
ωt

(

ψ i,t + ψ i,t
+ Pi,t − Pi,t

)

597

+
∑

t∈T−1

ωt

(

λu
i,t + λd

i,t + ru
i,t + rd

i,t

)

⎞

⎠ (15a)598

where �R = {xi,t, θi,t, α
+
i,t, α

−
i,t, ψ i,t, ψ i,t

, λu
i,t, λ

d
i,t} subject to:599

(4b)− (4c), (1b)− (1d), (2a)− (2c) (15b)600

λu
i,t, λ

d
i,t ≥ 0, t ∈ T−1 (15c)601

ψ i,t, ψ i,t
≥ 0, t ∈ T (15d)602

The relaxed objective function (15a) includes two items.603

The first term is the original objective (4a). The second, which604

includes the sum of dual variables in non-linear complemen-605

tarity constraints plus their slacks, is multiplied by a penalty606

coefficient M. Note that the effect of ωt that multiplies the607

second and third items is the same as the weights in (3). In608

addition, the introduction of M minimizes the out-of-sample609

prediction error. M penalizes the sum of dual variables in non-610

linear constraints of equation set (2) and the slacks of equation611

set (1). In this way, the relaxed problem (15) is parameterized612

on M, which provides our solution approach with a degree613

of freedom over directly solving (4). Indeed, we can let the614

data decide which value of M minimizes the out-of-sample615

prediction error.616

Objective function (15a) is subject to two groups617

of constraints. The first group includes auxiliary con-618

straints (4b)–(4c). The second group contains the primal and619

dual feasibility constraints of (1b)–(1d), (2a)–(2c), and (5c)–620

(5d). Due to the linearity of (15), we can obtain its global621

optimum by using linear solvers with a reasonable computa- 622

tional cost. 623

2) Statistical Significance of the Developed Algorithm: 624

It is obvious that the original objective function (4a) only 625

minimizes in-sample prediction errors. In statistical learn- 626

ing theory [32], it is well known that the minimization of 627

in-sample prediction errors is not equivalent to minimizing 628

out-of-sample prediction errors. Accordingly, the estimated 629

DR parameters, i.e., the optimal solution of (4) that aims to 630

minimize in-sample prediction errors, may not be the ones that 631

perform best in future. For example, the in-sample prediction 632

error can be reduced to zero by enlarging the parameter space 633

defining the market bids and overfit the data; however, the 634

out-of-sample prediction error would dramatically increase as 635

a result. As the ultimate goal of the data-driven stage is to 636

minimize out-of-sample errors, the experiment-based penalty 637

algorithm we have developed has a twofold significance com- 638

pared to solving (4) to optimality. First, it saves computational 639

cost and thus can be applied to both real-time and day-ahead 640

market scenarios. Second, the value of M can be adjusted by 641

users to minimize the out-of-sample errors. This means that 642

the developed algorithm can provide more accurate predictions 643

and results. 644

B. HDDGD Algorithm for Stackelberg-Pricing Stage 645

Since the proposed n-follower Stackelberg game has n 646

parallel lower-level optimization problems and time-variant 647

variables, it is difficult to solve and computationally intensive. 648

Given a fixed pricing strategy Ci, (5) is a linear programming 649

problem. Similarly, given a fixed consumption strategy Pi, (12) 650

is convex. Thus, a Lagrange dual decomposition can be applied 651

to cater the parallel structure and time-series variables of the 652

proposed model, so that the solution can be obtained more 653

easily and in a shorter period of time. 654

1) Compact Notation of the Primary Problem: To demon- 655

strate the proposed HDDGD algorithm, a compact notation 656

is established to denote the Stackelberg-pricing stage. For the 657

follower: 658

min
p1

c�1 p1 +Q(R) (16a) 659

s.t. A1p1 ≤ b1 (16b) 660

p1 ∈ P (16c) 661

where vector p1 ∈ R
n1 includes decision variables with 662

respect to consumption and controllable DG generation, vec- 663

tor c�1 ∈ R
n1 represents electricity prices, R ∈ R

d1 represents 664

the constants in (7), b1 ∈ R
m1 and A1 ∈ R

m1×n1 denote 665

load ramp constraints (5b)–(5c), and P indicates consumption 666

limits (5d)–(5i). For the leader: 667

min
p2,c2,g

p�2 c2 + f (g) (17a) 668

s.t. A2(g, c2)
� = b2 (17b) 669

where vector p�2 ∈ R
n2 denotes the consumptions of the 670

DRAs, c2 ∈ R
n1×n represents the pricing strategies for all 671

DRAs, g ∈ R
d2 is the purchased electricity in all related 672

expressions f (g), and A2 ∈ R
m2×(d2+n1×n) and b2 ∈ R

m2 673

denote operational security and price constraints (11a)–(11j). 674
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2) Dual Decomposition and Gradient Descent Method:675

For the follower, according to the compact notation, the676

Lagrangian is:677

L(u1,p1) = c�1 p1 +Q(R)− u�1 (A1p1 − b1) (18)678

with a vector of nonnegative Lagrange multipliers u1 ∈ R
n1 .679

The dual objective is680

L(u1) = min
p1∈P

L(u1,p1) (19)681

and the dual problem is to find682

max
u1∈Rn1

L(u1) (20)683

Let pk and ck be an element of p1 and c1, respectively, let Ak684

be the coefficient vector of pk in A1, let uk be the Lagrange685

multiplier vector of pk, k = 2n + 1, n ∈ Z, and let (κ)Kk=1686

denote the operation of concatenating all elements κ1, . . . , κK687

into a single column vector. Then, (18) with respect to pk can688

be rewritten as689

min
pk∈P

L(u1, pk)690

= (ckpk)
n1−1
k=1 +Q(R)− u�1

(

A1(pk)
n1−1
k=1 − b1

)

(21)691

To facilitate the calculation of time-dependent pk in the cou-692

pling constraint (16b), we apply a sub-gradient algorithm to693

the dual decomposition [33]:694

(

p(q)k

)n1−1

k=1
= arg min

pk∈P
L
(

u(q−1)
1 , pk

)

=
(

arg min
pk∈P

c′kpk

)n1−1

k=1

695

(22a)696

u(q)1 = u(q−1)
1 + δ1

(

A1

(

p(q)k

)n1−1

k=1
− b1

)

(22b)697

where δ1 > 0 is a step size and c′k = ck + A�k uk. Thus the698

dual problem decomposes into n1/2 maximization problems699

that can be easily solved with zero duality gap.700

The leader offers an optimal price vector c∗2 given the701

best response p∗2. With a vector of nonnegative Lagrange702

multipliers u2 ∈ R
(d2+n1×n), the Lagrangian dual objective is:703

min
c2,g

L
(

u2, c2,p∗2
) = p∗�2 c2 + f (g)− u�2

(

A2(g, c2)
� − b2

)

704

(23)705

Similar to (22), we have:706

(

c(q)2 , g(q)
)

= arg min
c2,g

L
(

u(q−1)
2 , c2,p∗2

)

(24a)707

u(q)2 = u(q−1)
2 + δ2

(

A2

(

g(q), c2
(q)
)� − b2

)

(24b)708

If there exists a solution (no matter whether it is locally709

optimal), the global optimal solution can be obtained by710

applying the above gradient descent method [34]. From711

Sections IV-C and V-B2, we know that each player obtains the712

unique SE after the proposed distributed algorithm is applied.713

This unique SE also represents the global optimality of the714

problem.715

Algorithm 1: Distributed HDDGD Algorithm Combined
With Penalty Algorithm

Input: q← 0, xh
i,t , M, initial,ε, θi,t , C(q)i , P(q)i , |P(q+1)

i −P(q)i | > ε,

u1
(q),δ1,u2

(q),δ2;
Output: �C and �P;

1 for i ∈ I do
2 Train data according to (15);
3 Deliver estimated θi,t to (5) according to (6);
4 end

5 while |P(q+1)
i −P(q)i | > ε do

6 for i ∈ I do
7 for t ∈ T , t← 2n+ 1, n← 0, n++ do

8 Given C(q)i , DRA i calculate pl(q+1)
i,t according to (22a);

9 Update the dual variable by using (22b):

u1(q+1)
i,t ← (u1(q)

i,t + δ1
1(p

l(q+1)
i,t − pl(q+1)

i,t−1 − ru
i,t))
+;

u2(q+1)
i,t ← (u2(q)

i,t + δ2
1(p

l(q+1)
i,t−1 − pl(q+1)

i,t − rd
i,t))
+, where

δ1 > 0 is sufficiently small;
10 end
11 end

12 Given P(q+1)
i , i ∈ I, the DMO updates �(q+1)

C according to (24a);

13 Deliver �(q+1)
C to DRAs;

14 Update the dual variable by using (24b), where δ2 > 0 is
sufficiently small;

15 end
16 return Output;

Fig. 2. Detailed operation and implementation of Algorithm 1, where the
red arrows represent steps 2–3 and 7–10, and the black arrows correspond to
steps 12–13.

3) Combined Distributed Algorithm: Pseudo code of the 716

combined algorithm for the two-stage framework is shown in 717

Algorithm 1, where step numbers are shown on the left side. 718

The proposed algorithm can be implemented in parallel. 719

Fig. 2 shows the detailed operation and implementation of 720

Algorithm 1 in a market management system. 721

In a DRA, the server applies multi-string processing to 722

steps 2–3 in the data-driven stage to speed up calculation. 723

In the Stackelberg-pricing stage, single-program multiple-data 724

(SPMD)-based parallel computing can be used since (16) 725

can be decomposed into multiple independent subproblems 726

through step 9 [35]. The workload of (16) is distributed to 727

different cores of the CPU. The parameters of the decom- 728

posed problems, such as c′k and P , are stored in different data 729

blocks, where the cores run different decomposed problems in 730

parallel. 731
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Fig. 3. A sample dataset from the 2-month training set.

In the DMO, the price strategy �C can only be calculated732

using �P through step 12 since the market rule does not allow733

the DMO to access the full information of DRAs, followed by734

the DMO revealing �P to the DRAs. Each DRA can calculate735

its Pi given the revealed Ci through steps 8–9. The process736

repeats until the game converges to a unique SE.737

VI. CASE STUDIES738

The proposed method was tested on a realistic DR project739

in China using the IEEE 33-bus test feeder that included 4740

DRAs and a larger distribution system. All calculations were741

performed on the Iowa State University Condo cluster with742

two 2.6 GHz 8-core Intel E5v3 processors, 128 GB RAM,743

and CPLEX 12.6 under GAMS.744

A. Data-Mining Methods745

To test the predictive accuracy of the proposed data-driven746

method, experiments were implemented on the Changdao747

project in Shandong China, where 15-minute day-ahead elec-748

tricity prices were sent to three similar DRAs, each with749

157 households, through the proposed pricing strategy. Each750

DRA’s households then consumed electricity based on the751

given prices on the next day. The price-sensitive smart con-752

trollers installed in each house controlled appliances and753

plug-in electric vehicles (PEV) based on the house owner’s754

preferences. Appliances in the home included controllable755

(space cooling/heating, water heating, and clothes washing)756

and critical (cooking, lighting, refrigerator, freezer, and oth-757

ers) systems. The total penetration of the PEVs was 13.2%.758

Fig. 3 depicts a sample training dataset of a DRA’s practi-759

cal price-load data. Fig. 4(a) identifies the 3 DRA-managed760

regions on a geographical map. To validate the performance761

of the proposed data-driven method, the following cases762

were compared: 1) ARX [32] DR modeling; 2) the proposed763

inverse optimization-based DR modeling solved by an off-764

the-shelf CPLEX solver (InvC); and 3) the proposed inverse765

optimization-based modeling with the newly developed M-766

penalty algorithm (Inv). Note that all of the above cases used767

the same pricing strategy as proposed in Section IV.768

Before the tests, we first determined the values of the769

parameters M and F for the proposed load modeling method.770

Fig. 4. (a) Three DRA-managed regions, enclosed within the black lines, in
Shandong, China, and (b) MAPEs with respect to different values of M and F.

Fig. 5. Flow chart to test the data-driven method.

A combination of these parameters were searched to mini- 771

mize validation errors. We utilized cross-validation to perform 772

a sensitivity analysis of M and F by mean absolute percentage 773

error (MAPE). Fig. 4(b) illustrates this MAPE with respect to 774

different combinations of M and F. From the figure, we can 775

see that M = 0.2 and F = 1 result in the best prediction 776

performance that minimizes out-of-sample errors. 777

As illustrated in Fig. 5, the test was conducted in three 778

steps. First, the above 3 cases were simultaneously imple- 779

mented on 3 DRAs as the data-driven stage of the market 780

strategy, where each case produced a set of day-ahead prices 781

and consumption predictions. Second, each DRA’s households 782

resulted in a set of actual consumptions on the next day. 783

Finally, each case’s prediction performance was calculated 784

by comparing the predicted and actual consumption of the 785

corresponding DRA. 786

Results from two consecutive days over the March 24 to 27, 787

2017 period are shown in Fig. 6. The ARX method provides 788

good performance, but can not follow sudden load changes. 789

The InvC method has an overfitting problem. Biased prices 790

were decided under this overfitting, leading to a worse DR 791

performance. The Inv method has the best performance with 792

reasonable out-of-sample errors. In addition, we used four met- 793

rics to measure the prediction performance in March in Table I: 794

MAPE, root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error 795

(MAE), and computational time (CT). In terms of prediction- 796

error minimization, the Inv method is better than ARX and 797

InvC. Although Inv takes more calculation time than ARX 798

due to higher dimensions in the explanatory variable vector, it 799

is still acceptable for day-ahead markets. 800
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Fig. 6. Actual and forecasted load during 24-27 Mar., 2017.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT DATA-DRIVEN METHODS IN MARCH

TABLE II
DG AND CONSUMER DATA OF DRAS

B. Pricing Strategies801

Numerical simulations were performed on an IEEE 33-802

bus distribution system [31] with 4 connected DRAs. Each803

DRA had different groups of end users, whose training data804

sets were pulled from the Changdao project database. For805

example, data for 127 users was randomly selected from806

this database to form an aggregated training set for DRA 1.807

Table II presents the setups for the DRAs obtained from the808

Changdao project, which were mapped to the IEEE 33-bus809

system. The simulation parameters were set as follows: penalty810

factor γt = $9.00/kWh [36]; ε = 0.02 p.u.; μ = $0.17/kWh;811

M = 0.2; c = $3.60/kWh; ωt was obtained from historical812

real-time market prices; ct and gt can be found in [24]. For813

Algorithm 1: ε = 0.01; δ1 = [0.05, 0.05], δ2 = 0.03; and814

T = 24h.815

1) Load Peak Shaving: The two benchmarks used for com-816

paring the results from the proposed method in this work were817

flat rate (FR) and time-of-use (TOU) pricing schemes. For818

illustrative purposes, the mean and standard deviation of the819

consumptions of the four DRAs are depicted in Fig. 7. Under820

Fig. 7. Mean and standard deviation of four DRAs on 13 Feb., 2017.

Fig. 8. Load profiles of the distribution system.
TABLE III

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE OF BENCHMARKS

the FR strategy, each aggregator’s end users had no incentive 821

to minimize their power usage and resulting costs. Although 822

TOU shaves the original peak between 10:00-21:00 by a lower 823

price, undesirable load pickup occurs between 22:00-4:00 with 824

a large standard deviation. Note that the FR and TOU strategies 825

are predefined, and cannot represent the interactions between 826

DRAs and the DMO. Under the proposed strategy, the over- 827

all load profile was smoothed, since the pricing scheme was 828

dynamic. When a lower price promoted a DRA to consume 829

more power, the DMO raised the price to make more profit, 830

leading to a lower consumption. 831

In Fig. 8, the proposed pricing strategy shaves the total peak 832

load of the distribution system. When some DRAs consume 833

more power, the DMO raises the prices of these DRAs to make 834

more profit, leading to their lower consumption. 835

2) Operational Security: We compare our method to the 836

game model proposed in [19], which does not consider oper- 837

ational constraints. Fig. 9 shows 24 h mean voltage values at 838

representative nodes. We can see that the model in [19] may 839

lead to voltage violations. 840

3) Economic Performance: We compare the economic per- 841

formances of the proposed Stackelberg strategy and the TOU, 842

with results shown in Table III. 843
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Fig. 9. Voltage profiles under two game models.

TABLE IV
INFORMATION OF DRAS

In Table III, PS outperforms TOU in several economic844

aspects such as DAR costs, DMO costs, and total costs under845

the same conditions. Since end users in the day-ahead market846

are well satisfied through DR management of PS, total costs of847

the real-time market are less than with TOU pricing. In addi-848

tion, the proposed game model for day-ahead and real-time849

markets converges at the SE with iteration numbers of 17 and850

8, respectively.851

C. Test on a Larger System852

The proposed strategy was then applied to a real distribu-853

tion system in the Changdao project with 128 nodes and 7854

DRAs. Due to data confidentiality, only details important to855

understand the results are provided. The single line diagram856

of the system is shown in Fig. 10. Table IV lists the DRA857

information. The appliance types are the same as described858

in the system in Fig. 4, and the total penetration of EVs was859

11.3%.860

The following test cases (TC) were considered:861

TC 1: the distribution system included DRA 1 and DRA 4862

TC 2: the distribution system included DRA 2 and DRA 4863

TC 3: the distribution system included DRA 3 and DRA 4864

TC 4: the distribution system included DRA 1-6865

Information pertaining to the local renewable energy gener-866

ators, load outputs, and training data set can be found in the867

historical data of the project. The remaining parameters were868

derived from the project and the previous case study conducted869

in this paper.870

To analyze the impact of renewable integration, the results871

from the simulations for TC 1–4 are found in Table V and872

Fig. 11.873

TABLE V
SIMULATION PERFORMANCE UNDER DIFFERENT PENETRATION LEVELS

Fig. 11. PS sensitivity analysis: (a) operational costs versus standard devia-
tion of renewable generation forecasting error, and (b) operational costs versus
number of scenarios.

TABLE VI
SIMULATION RESULTS OF PS IN TC 4 OVER 60 SIMULATION RUNS

In Table V, PS outperforms TOU under different renewable 874

penetration levels, since PS considers the uncertainty of renew- 875

ables and the dynamic pricing. The operational costs increase 876

as the renewable penetration level increases from TC 1 to TC 877

3, since more costs are taken to mitigate the fluctuation intro- 878

duced by the higher renewable penetration. From TC 1 to TC 879

2, there is a 3.1% increase in PS operational costs caused by a 880

4.1% increase in renewable integration, while the TOU oper- 881

ational cost percentage increase is 4.3%. From TC 2 to TC 3, 882

a 2.7% increase in PS operational costs is caused by a 3.2% 883

increased renewable integration, while the TOU operational 884

costs increase by 5.1%. 885

Fig. 11(a) shows that a higher variance in renewable genera- 886

tion leads to a higher operational cost. Fig. 11(b) demonstrates 887

that the operational costs converge as the number of scenarios 888

increases. 889

To illustrate the effectiveness of the PS method, 60 inde- 890

pendent simulations were performed in TC 4, with the results 891

shown in Table VI. 892
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Fig. 10. Single line diagram of the real system.

It can be seen that in a large system with 6 different DRAs,893

PS can still converge in a reasonable time.894

VII. CONCLUSION895

This paper proposed a data-driven Stackelberg market strat-896

egy for DR-enabled distribution systems, which coordinates897

multiple profit-pursuing entities (DRAs or VPPs) and bridges898

the regulation gap between the ISO and distribution systems.899

For the data-driven stage, an innovative inverse method was900

developed to train the DR model, which achieves good901

prediction performance and presents a generalized compu-902

tationally light modeling approach. Considering operational903

practice in retail markets, a Stackelberg game-based pricing904

strategy was designed to maximize each market participant’s905

profit and guarantee operational security. An efficient M-906

penalty algorithm was developed for the data-driven stage907

to minimize out-of-sample errors and save computational908

cost. A distributed HDDGD algorithm was proposed for the909

Stackelberg-pricing stage to obtain an n-follower time-series-910

based SE within a reasonable calculation period.911

Through real-life experiment-based comparisons with two912

groups of benchmarks, i.e., data-driven models and pricing913

strategies, and simulations on different distribution systems,914

we found that our data-driven load modeling method can real-915

ize fast computation and accurate prediction, and that our916

pricing strategy can achieve peak load shaving, operational917

security, and economic profits.918
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